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ABSTRACT 

In this work, we present an approach towards building 

a portable natural language interface to relational data
"q,fra,rn.en ftr 

bases. A representation scheme, cal ledAqueries addressed in 

natural language is created from the output of a syntactic 

parse stage. An interface, using the above scheme has been 

implemented. This generates a formal query in relational 

~lgebra which operates on a simulated in-memory database to 

get results. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Language is a process of communication between two 

intel I igent active processors, in which both the producer 

and the comprehender perform complex congitive operations. 

The producer begins with communicative goals, including 

effects to be achieved, information to be conveyed and 

attitudes to be expressed. In order to communicate, the 

producer must map this multi-dimensional collection of goals 

into sequence of words using the variety of 

resources provided by the language. 

1.1 Motivation 

information 

Ever since the evolution of computers as intel I igent 

processors of numbers and symbols, there has been a growing 

interest among researchers in the area of Artificial 

Intel I igence, to make computers understand natural language. 

By natural language, we mean a language spoken by humans. 

In the last decade, there have been two different kinds 

of work in natural language on computers. One trend has 

been towards pursuing the deeper problems of meaning and 

conversation, concentrating on issues other than syntax. 
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The other trend has been towards systems that have a I imited 

capacity to handle complex syntax and deduction, but can be 

used as practical 

generally, these 

11 front ends 11 for data retrieval systems. 

systems make use of wei I known and 

understood techniques to cover a subset of natural language 

that is incomplete but habitable in that a person using the 

system wi I I quickly learn what kinds of things are handled 

and which others to avoid. 

In this endeavour, we present an approach towards a 

portable natural language interface for relational database 

systems. 

1.2 Objectives 

The system wi II accept queries in natural language 

(English) and convert them to formal queries which wi I I be 

used to access the database and get the answers. The design 

of our system has been influenced by the following main 

objectives. 

(a) A reasonable subset of natural 

accepted. 

language must be 

(b) Linguistic phenomena I ike anaphora and elI ipsis should 

be handled. 
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{c) The system should be portable across different domains 

of database. 

{d) The system, while keeping the interaction with the user 

minimal, should give co-operative responses. 

1.3 Contribution 

In this work, we have presented an approach for the 

design of a natural language system which attempts to 

achieve the objectives. We have proposed a representation 

scheme for queries expressed in natural language and 

directed towards a database. We cal I this a "question frame•• 

Our main idea is to capture the essential semantics of a 

query which is directed towards a database. We have also 

proposed a formal specification for database specific words 

in the lexicon. 

We have implemented a system as an interface for a 

relational database, using the above ideas. 

1.4 Organisation of the thesis 

Chapter 2 is a brief survey of existing systems: 

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the various modules in the 

system; Chapters 4 to 6 discuss these modules in detai I. 
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Chapter 7 sum~arises the work, and discusses, in brief, 

I imitations of the system and scope for the future work. 

Appendix gives an introduction to ATNs and also 

contains the complete set of diagrams of the ATNs used in 

our system. Appendix 2 gives an introduction to Relational 

Algebra and I ists the various relations that have been used 

in the system as an example. Appendix 3 contains the 

lexicon that is used and Appendix 4 contains sample runs of 

the system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SURVEY OF RELATED SYSTEMS 

In this chapter we wi I I discuss, in brief, a few of the 

natural language based systems that have been successful. 

The systems that was have chosen for discussion are LUNAR 

{Woods '78), PLANES {Waltz '75), INTELLECT {Harris 1 77) and 

TEAM {Grosz '82). We wi I I discuss the design aspects of 

these systems in I ight of our objectives. 

2.1 Lunar 

LUNAR is a question-answering system that responds to 

questions based on data about the mineral samples brought 

back from the moon, using a large database provided by the 

NASA. It uses 

transformational 

an ATN grammar that was motivated by the 

grammar theory and therefore produces deep 

tree structures than register assignments. Registers are 

thought of as temporary holding places for use during the 

parsing of a constituent and so are used for holding 

features as wei I as constituents, but not in a systematic 

way. 

Parsing is done left-to-right and top-down. Some 

versions of this system have used backtracking and others, a 
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paral lei scheme. In both cases, use is made of a I ikel ihood 

ordering on the arcs leaving any state. Given a choice, the 

system takes the most I ikely one first, in order to increase 

the probability of finding the right path, early in the 

process. The system includes some special heuristics to 

avoid large combinatorial searches. 

The system is extremely good in handling queries 

idiosyncratic to the domain. However, the portabi I ity of the 

system is very low. 

2.2 PLANES 

PLANES is an Eng I ish language question-answering system 

for a large database on Navy aircraft maintenance. Its 

I imited domain results in a smal I vocabulary with no lexical 

ambiguity, and leads users to offer few complex sentences. 

Since the system is bui It with a good a priori idea of what 

the users wi I I want to know, it can deal with some kinds of 

ellipsis and non-grammatical sentences. 

The system consists of three stages: parsing, concept 

case frame generation and query generation. 

In the first step, a pre-pass does spel I ing checking, 

removal of noise words and marks inflected words. The parser 
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does a phrase-by-phrase match and uses specially programmed 

heuristic techniques for locating the boundaries of noun 

groups and relative clauses. 

PLANES is not desingned to adapt to a new database; it 

uses many asumptions on the domain of discourse and hence it 

is heavily bound to the specific domain of aircraft 

database. 

2.3 INTELLECT 

The INTELLECT system uses an ATN grammer with 

backtracking. It generates alI possible interpretations, 

then cal Is another component to distinguish those that are 

semantically possible,directly using the information in the 

database. 

INTELLECT is designed to work with any database of the 

right form,without a special dictionary.lt therefore uses 

the contents of the database itself as a way of determining 

what types of objects can go with what relations. It 

performs spel I ing correction and handles phrases (idioms) 

through special mechanisms. There is an expl icit,separate 

ATN for sentence fragments,which is cal led only if the 

attempt to parse the input as a full sentence fails. 
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Conjunction is handled with expicit arcs in each place it is 

allowed to occur. 

2.4 TEAM 

This system is one of the earliest to have laid 

emphasis on •portabi I ity 1 of the interface across different 

domains. 

TEAM is designed to interact with two kinds of users: a 

database expert and an end-user. The database through a 

system-directed acquisition dialogue. As a result of this 

dialogue, the language processing and data access components 

are extended so that the end-user may query the new database 

in natural language. 

The system has three major components: 

{1) An acquisition component 

{2) The DIALOGIC language system, 

{3) A data access component. 

The translation of an Eng I ish query into a database 

query takes place in two stages. First, the DIALOGIC system 

constructs a representation of the I iteral meaning or the 

logical form into a formal database query. Each of these 
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steps requires a combination of inforamtion that is 

dependent on the domain;and information that is not. To 

provide for transportabi I ity, TEAM carefully distinguishes 

between the two. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The main objectives of our system, as out I ined in the 

first chapter are, 

{1.) A large subset of Eng I ish should be accepted. 

(2) A high degree of portabi I ity across different domains 

should be achieved. 

(3) Linguistic phenomena I ike anaphora and elI ipsis should 

be handled. 

(4) Co-operative responses should be provided. 

These have influenced the design considerations of our 

system. 

brief in 

The various modules of the system are discussed in 

this chapter. Detailed discussions for these 

modules follow in later chapters. The scope and I imitations 

of our system are outlined in the last section of this 

chapter. 

3.1 Approach adopted 

We have followed the syntactic grammar approach in our 

system. This approach becomes essential as we set 

11 portabi I ity 11 as one of our goals. The disadvantage is that 

we might not be able to handle queries that are 
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idiosyncratic of some particular database. However, we can 

write a pre-processor to handle such queries, as a front 

end. 

For semantic, we have proposed a frame structure, which 

we c a I I the 11 quest i on f r arne 11 
, i n which we capture the 

essential semantics of the natural language query. 

The formal query generated by the system is in 

11 relational algebra 11 and therefore can be easily converted 

to any of the standard query languages supported by database 

systems. Presently our system is running on a database 

simulated in the memory itself, accepting relational algebra 

queries. 

3.2 A brief description of the system 

The block diagram given in the next page highlights the 

main components of the system. In the following sections we 

w i I I d i s cuss , i n b r i e f , the v a r i o us mod u I e s i n the system. 

3.2.1 Parser 

The active component of the parser is an ATN 

interpreter. It is a left-to-right top-down parser with a 

state-saving approach for backtracking. The implementation 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE SYSTEM 

NL Query 

PARSER 

FRAME 

FILLER 

FORMAL 

QUERY 
GENERATOR 

DATABASE 

ACCESSOR 

RESULTS 

Fig. 3.1 
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also includes a grammar-specification language for giving 

the rules of the grammar. 

3.2.2 Granmar 

The grammar that is being used presently is tightly 

coupled with the system since the next stage (qframe fi I ler} 

expects the parsed output to be in a predetermined manner. 

However, modifications to the grammar can be done provided 

there is no major change as to effect a modification in the 

frame fi I I ing module. 

3.2.3 Lexicon 

The lexicon serves two purposes It provides the 

syntactic information required for the parsing of the 

sentence and also contains the data base specific 

information. It is logically divided into two parts; the 

core lexicon words and the database specific information 

that is stored depends on the lexical category of the words. 

The lexicon has been implemented as a 11 trie 11 structure. 

3.2.q Semantic analysis and the concept of 11 qframes" 

To capture the essential semantics of queries in 

natural language that are directed towards a database, we 
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have proposed a frame structure which we cal I the 11 question 

frame 11 {or qframe for short). This representation is 

conceived as model for alI that is involved in any such 

query. 

The second module 11 qframe fi I ler 11 takes the parsed 

output of the parser and uses a set of rules to form the 

question frame. 

The structure of the frame and the rules that have been 

followed to arrive at the structure are discussed in detai I 

in a later chapter. 

3.2.5 Formal query generation 

In this stage we generate a formal query corresponding 

to the natural language question. We consider that the 

question is a basically about the •primary object of 

inquiry• and that the other information that are provided in 

the frame act as restrictive components. 

3.2.6 Database simulation 

The database is simulated and exist in the main memory. 

AI I the database access functions have been implemeted to 

interact with this 11 in-memory 11 database. 
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3.3 Scope and limitations of the system 

In this section we will discuss, in brief, the class of 

questions accepted, I inguistic phenomeana that are tackled 

and the I imitations of the system. 

3.3.1 Types of questions accepted 

In the present system, only 11 Wh 11 questions are 

a c c e p t e d • 11 wh 11 q u e s t i o n s a r e t h o s e wh i c h s t a r t w i t h o n e o f : 

who, what, which, when and where. 11 Why 11 is not included in 

the I ist as it leads, invariably to a problem of reasoning 

which is outside the scope of this system. 

Of the auxi I iary verbs, modals are not included. 

(modals include: can, could, wi II, would, shall, must, may, 

might). 

Any number of subclauses are allowed. Anaphoric 

references resulting thereof are resolved using. 

(1) Cohesion of idea 

(2) Dialogue with the user in case of ambiguities. In many 

cases it is found that using the first heuristic alone, 

we can successfully resolve anaphoric references. 

Questions involving proper nouns can occur as they 
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would normally, without reference to the noun they are 

instantiating, as in 

sl who supplies ic8086 ? as against 

s2 who supplies t0he part ic8086 ? or the more elaborate 

s3 which companysuppl ies the part ic8086 ? 

AI I these forms are acceptable and they get mapped onto 

a frame which would have as much information as for s 3 • 

This is by exploring the roles of the objects with respect 

to the verb in question. (This is in the case of questions 

where there is a verb describing an action. In other cases, 

other methods are followed and are described in a later 

chapter). In case there is an ambiquity because of the 

nature of the verb, allowing more cases of objects in the 

same sentence structure, as in 

s4 who teaches Kumar ? 

s5 who teaches cs605 ? 

where 11 teaches 11 can take the dative case 11 student 11 and also 

the objective case 11 course 11
, we enter into a dialogue with 

the user and resolve the ambiguity. 

Questions involving comparators are a I I owed. (by 

comparators, we mean phrases of the form 11 more than 11
, 

11 less 

than 11
, 

11 equa I to 11 etc. However, in the present version of 
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the grammar, these are restricted to be used in questions 

involving possessions or properties as in 

s6 which company has a rating of more than 5 ? 

s7 which parts have a price less than 500 ? 

Questions with comparators acting on verbs as in 

s8 who supl ies more than 5 parts ?, are not included. 

A I imited number of adjectives areal lowed, as long as 

they are properly defined in the lexicon (rules for 

specifying adjectives are discussed in the next chapter); 

specifying the restrictive role they play on the nouns. The 

scope of adjectives must be the noun immediately succeeding 

i t . 

Simple grammatical 

include 

errors are not checked. 

(1) number agreement between noun and article. 

(2) number agreement between noun and verb. 

These 

Some non-grammatical sentences might be parsed by the 

system, but only if the structure suggests that the sentence 

is meaningful, does the system proceed to get an answer. 

ElI ipses are not handled by the system. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter we had an overview of the system, 

briefly discussing the various modules and also tried to 

classify the set of NL queries that are accepted by the 

system. The chapters that fol low,discuss these modules in 

greater detai I. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PARSING 

As mentioned in the last chapter, we have adopted a 

syntactic grammar approach, and therefore, the first step is 

to parse the input natural language query. The main 

components that are involved in the parsing stage are (1) 

The parsing mechanism, (2) The grammar and (3) The lexicon, 

of which the last two are passive components. In this 

chapter, we will discuss, in detail, the three components. 

4.1 The parsing mechanism 

The heart of the parsing mechanism is an ATN 

interpreter. ATNs are augmented transition networks [Woods 

1 70], which are an extended form of transition networks and 

having the power of a Turing machine. Languages which are 

not context-free can be recognised by this machine. An 

introductory discussion of ATNs is given in Appendix 1. 

We ca I I this mechanism an interpreter because the 

grammar to be used by the parser is not bu i It into the 

programs. It is specified separately and independently of 

the parser routines and therefore, may be modified easily. 

The ATN used in our system has mem and num arcs : The 

mem arc is similar to the word arc, but accepts a I ist of 
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words. The arc wi I I be traversed if the input word is a 

member of the I ist (and of course, if the condition on the 

arc is satisfied}. 

The num arc allows any number to be accepted and 

consumed to effect a transition to the next arc. Presently, 

only integers are allowed by the system. 

The lexicon structure has been modified and is now 

based on 'trie' structure. A detailed discussion follows 

in a later section of this chapter. 

q.1.1 The parsing strategy 

A left-to-right, top-down parsing strategy with a 

state-saving approach for backtracking has been chosen. The 

truth of the conditions on an arc depends on the 'register-

setting' actions that were taken in the arcs to the left of 

this arc and possibly the actions taken in this arc, but is 

independent of the actions to be taken in the arcs to the 

right of this arc. Since there may be several arcs going 

out from a state of the ATN, we have to make a choice of the 

next arc to try. For this, a simple depth-first strategy is 

used. The arcs going out of a state are statically ordered 

and tried in this order. 
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A state-saving approach for backtracking is used. The 

current frame with its registers and other environment 

called the •configuration• is pushed into a special stack 

cal led 1 history• at each step. This allows us to backtrack. 

Another stack is used a normal stack for SEEK and SEND 

operations. 

An overview of tdhe parsing process is given below. 

(1) Save configuration in 1 history•. 

( 2 ) T r y n ex t a r c : I t c a n be t a k e n i f t he i mp I i c i t c o n d i t i o n 

( 3) 

( 4) 

is satisfied; then if the explicit conditions on the 

arc are also satisfied, the actions are performed. 

If the arc cannot be taken or i f the exp I i cit 

conditions are not satisfied, then we have fa i I ed on 

this arc. 

If there i s no failure go to step 1 

Failure: In this case we have to backtrack; Pop 

configurations unti I one in which atleast one untried 

a r c i s a v a i I a b I e i s r each e d . I f • h i s t o r y • i s e mp t i e d i n 

the process, then parse is not possible; we exit. 

(5) go to step 1. 

Success may be achieved in step 2 if the arc taken is a 

(send) arc which cannot be matched with a corresponding 

(seek). 
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4.2 Granmar 

The design of the grammar has been influenced by the 

fact that the parsed output is going to be used by the 

'qframe fi I ler' module, which expects the parsed output in a 

particular fashion. 

In the last chapter, we discussed the kind of sentences 

that are accepted by the system. In this section, we wi I I 

discuss, in detail, the ATN grammar structure. 

4 . 2 .1 A TN g r anma r s t r u c t u r e 

The top level ATN (for the query} is as f o I I ows. 

SEEK MG 
SF:N[) 

ATN¢ 

Fig. 4.1 

Every query consists of 

(1} one main clause 

(2} zero or more sub clauses 

In our grammar, we have slightly deviated from the 

regular grammatical definition of sub clauses. 

a sub clause is said to start with 
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(1) the occurance of the second 1 Wh 1 word 

or 

(2) the occurance of the second •action verb 1 

and not otherwise. By action verb we mean any verb that is a 

non-auxiliary verb and signifying an action, like 1 teach 1 

etc,. examples 

sl: what is the address of the company supplying the part 

IC8086 ? 

- no sub clause (note the. deviation from regular 

grammar): 

s2: what is the address of the company which is supplying 

the part IC8086 ' 

- sub clause is underlined 

s3; which company is supplying the parts having a cost of 

more than 500 ? 

- sub clause is underlined. 

4.2.1.1 Main clause ATN structure 

This ATN is represented as a block diagram here, to 

give an idea of the kind of sentences accepted. The detailed 

ATN diagram is given in Appendix I. 
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AUXVG.RB 
'HAVE' 

Wtt AUXVEP.8 
R.GCO GNITION 'BE' 82 

8~ 
AVXV£RB 

'pot 

Fig. 4.2 

As an i I lustration, the part of the network represented 

by B3 in the above figure is expanded and given below. 

Fig. 4.3 

The above network wi I I accept queries of the form 

s4-what does the company Intel supply? 

sS-which parts did the company Intel supply in the year 

1988 ? 

The main clause parsed output frame wi I I include the 

f o I I ow i n g s I o t s . 
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( 1 ) subject 

( 2) direct object 

( 3) indirect object 

( 4) action verb 

( 5) auxiliary verb 

( 6) voice 

( 7) question type 

q.2.1.2 Sub clause structure 

The structure is shown in the form of a block diagram 

below. The detailed diagram is shown in Appendix I. 

NON-AU X 

VERB 

FORM : PAS7 

NON- AUX 
VE:R 13 
"fDRM 

PRoGRE$5 I ve 
~------l 82 

C. ONNEC.TJDN 

L---------l B3 

Fig. 4.4 
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As an i I lustration, part of the network represented by 

the block B3 of the figure above is shown in the following 

figure. 

SEND 

SEN{) 

Fig. 4. 5 

The above network wi II accept queries of the type: 

s6 which i s being supplied by I n t e I ? 

s7 which are having a cost of more than 1 0 0 ? 

s8 who is the supp I i er of IC8086 in the year 1988 ? 

In alI the above cases, only the sub clause portion has 

been shown as examples. The output frame for the sub clause 

parse includes the following slots. 

(1) connection word and type 

(2) mainverb 

(3) auxi I iary verb 

(4) voice 
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(5) subject 

(6) direct object 

(7)indirect objects 

By •voice• of a sub clause, we mean the voice that can 

be associated with the verb group occuring in the sub 

clause. 

q.2.1.3 Support ATNs 

Along with the two main ATNs described earlier, we have 

a lot of minor ATNs used to support them. A I ist of these 

ATNs along with their main functions is given below. The 

diagrams of alI these are given in Appendix I. 

(1) WH: recognises the 'wh 1 element 

( 2) ppp 

( 3) NPP 

( 4) CNP 

prepositional phrase, seeking NPP in turn 

noun phrase, allowing proper nouns and numbers 

conjunctive noun phrase, allowing more than 

noun as in the example (name address and rating of the 

best company) 

( 5) NP 

{6) pp 

( 7) VP 

noun phrase, not allowing proper nouns or numbers 

prepositional phrase, seeking NP in turn 

verb phrase for recognising active and passive 

verb groups 

{8) COM: for comaprators, as in •rating more than 100. 1 
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q.3 Design and implementation of a lexicon 

In this section, we wi I I look at the design and 

implementation detai Is of the lexicon used by the system. 

Introduction 

A parser, for parsing an Eng I ish query needs a 

dictionary for getting syntactic information about the words 

in the language, (the subset which is allowed in the 

system). The collection of words along with the syntactic 

information constitute the 'lexicon' of a parsing system. 

The type and amount of information that is needed in 

the lexicon depends on the application. For natural 

language interface to a database, the lexicon would differ 

from a conventional one (which gives only syntactic 

information) in that it will provide additional inforamtion 

regarding those words which have a special or restricted 

meaning in the domain of the database. 

Design of the lexicon 

We have divided the lexicon, logically, into two 

portions, 

lexicon. 

(a) core lexicon, and (b) database specific 

In the following sections, we wi I I discuss the two 

portions in detail. 
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11.3.2.1 C-or-e--l-exico-n 

This part of the lexicon contains those words whose 

usage hardly ever changes across different domains. Examples 

of such words are (i) pronouns like 1 this 1 only the 

syntactic information, which includes (a) the lexical 

category and (b) feature dimensions. 

The lexical category of a word is what we call •part of 

speech• in Eng I ish grammar, I ike for the word 1 boy•, the 

lexical category is •noun•. It is possible that a word 

might have one of several lexical categories depending on 

the way it is used. For instance, the word 1 play• in 

•Let us play tennis•, has the lexical category •verb 1
, 

and in the example 

I It was a good pI ay 1 
, it has the lexical 

•noun• A feature is something that we associate 

category 

with a 

lexical category. With •noun• we can associate the features 

1 number 1 1 type • and 1 gender •. 

f o I I ow i n g features . 

<number) singular 

<gender) masculine 

<type> common 

The noun 1 boy• wi I I have the 
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The number of features required for parsing a sentence 

depends on the grammar for the language. 

4.3.2.2 Database-specific lexicon 

This constitutes those words which have specfic meaning 

with respect to the domain. For instance, the word •offer• 

in the domain of a •university database• would invariably 

mean the act of offering a course, by departments or the 

teachers in the departments. We see that the word has its 

meaning restricted. This information wi I I not be used 

during the parsing stage, but wi II be pulled out of the 

lexicon and placed in the output frame of the parser (along 

with the word). It will be used by the subsequent module. 

The •qframe filling• stage has, to a good extent, 

influenced the design of the database-specific inforamtion 

part. The type of inforamtion that is associated with a 

word depends on its lexical category, as explained below, 

for the various cases. 

4.3.2.2.1 Noun 

If the word is a noun, it can be associated with the 

database in the following way. It is a synonym of a field 
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that occurs in one of the relations in the database. We 

further c I ass i f y such nouns i n to the f o I I ow i n g g roup s . 

entities : these are nouns which occupy a central position 

of importance, as in the examples 'teacher', 

'supplier', 'part', 'course' etc., 

entity-properties 

the property 

these are nouns which usually occur as 

of a particular entity of the type 

described above, as in the examples : 

etc. , 

• age •, 'cost', 

activity-entities these 

engaged in some activity; 

are nouns which are typically 

these are basically formed 

out of verbs, as in the examples: 'teacher' 'supplier' 

Note 

group 

that the group 

(entity) . 

(activity-entity> is a subset 

In our system, we would be 

interested in differentiating between the second 

third of the groups described above. 

Examples of entries for nouns 

of the 

pr imar i I y 

and the 

(part (noun (number singular)) 

n arne) ) ) ) 

(db (field (part-details 

(teacher (noun (number singular)) 

(field (faculty name )))) 
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The advantage that is gained by storing this 

information is that questions which have proper nouns can be 

easily recognised, as in 

slO what is the cost of UM368 1 

We can associate •cost• with the entity •part• and 

t he r e f o r e i n t e r pre t t he prop e r n o u n • UM 3 6 8 1 a s a n i n s t a n c e 

of •part •. 

The specific inforamtion about the database is the 

1 field 1 specification. This 

commonly referred to by the word. 

gives the field that is 

It is specified as a list 

of two items, the first, specifying the relation in which it 

occurs, and the second, the field name itself. This 

specification is followed throughout the system. 

4.3.2.2.2 Verbs 

Verbs play an important role in our analysis of the 

parsed output to produce qframes. Accordingly, we require a 

lot of information regarding those verbs that have specific 

roles in the domain of the database. The following 

information is expected of any verb. 

(who) the typically animate agent doing this act 

(what> the object involved in the act 
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(whom) the beneficiary of the act (corresponding to the 

dative case) 

(when) the time when the act was done 

(where) the place where the act was done 

When any slot is not applicable, it is simply left 

empty. This set of information, it can be noted, is the 

•case• information, regarding the roles of various objects 

with respect to the verb. Our design of this part of 

lexicon has been influenced by the concept of •case frames• 

[Fi I lmore 1 68]. An example of entries for a verb is givenn 

be I ow. 

(teach (verb (transitivity transitive intransitive)) 

(db 

) ) 

(who (field (faculty name))} 

(what ( f i e I d (course-de t a i I s n arne) ) ) 

(whom (field (student name))) 

(when (field (course-off year))) 

4.3.2.2.3 Adjectives 

We consider a subset of the adjectives which have 

specific 

adjectives 

qualify. 

meanings in the domain. we consider 

are restrictive components on the nouns 

The set of instances of the noun satisfying 
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adjectival qualification wi I I almost invariably be a subset 

of the set of instances of the noun. This helps us to view 

an adjective as a selection operator on a set of tuples. 

The meaning of the adjective decides what sort of a 

con d i t i on i t i mp o s e s on the noun • We have t r i e d t o en I i s t a 

set of conditions, using which a good number of adjectives 

can be specified and also handled by a system. The 

following keywords can be specified. 

( 1 ) Max (field-name> 

( 2) Min <field-name) 

( 3) Feq <:field-name> constant 

( 4) Count <field-name) 

( 5) Sum <f i e I d- n arne> 

( 6) Avg <field-name) 

In the above I ist, the first three have been implemented. 

4.3.2.3 Handling proper nouns 

When a word is not found in the lexicon, the system 

wi I I prompt the user by asking him whether it is a proper 

noun. If the user responds affirmatively, a temporary entry 

is made in the lexicon for this word, which wi I I make it 

available for all subsequent queries in that LISP session. 

(as an option, the new entries can be saved also). If the 
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user responds with a •no•, then parse may or may not be 

possible; the system, whenever it encounters the word again, 

wi II assume that it is not a proper noun and wi II not ask 

the user. 

11.3.3 A note on synonym handling 

It is very I ikely that many words might refer 

semantically to the same entity within a specific domain of 

database. In such cases, we do not duplicate the database 

specific portion of the lexical entry. Instead, we have an 

indicator saying that it is a synonym of a word which occurs 

in the lexicon. For instance, the word •agent•, if it is a 

synonym of the word •suppl ier•, wi I I have the following 

entry in the lexicon. 

(agent (noun (number singular)) (db (syn supplier))) 

11.3.11 A note on irregular forms 

Irregular forms of verbs and nouns (I ike tense variants 

and plurals) are to be stored separately; no word 

transformation/generation is done by the system. However, 

inforamtion other than the •form variance• need not be 

duplicated, as in the example 

(taught (verb (form past) (irregular teach))) 
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4.3.5 Implementation details 

The lexicon is implemented using the •trie 1 data 

structure. A •trie 1 structure is a complete, m-ary tree 

with m )= 2, in which the branching criterion at a 

particular level will be based on a portion of the key 

value, rather than the entire key value. The branching at 

each node of level 1 k 1 depends on the 1 kth 1 character of a 

key. Trie structures occur frequently in the area of 

information organisation and retrieval. 

structure is shown below. 

a XXX. XX 

+ r 
p - n XXX XX 

) -. 
: 

e XXX XX p --

dr 

Fig. 4.6 
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Each node in the •trie 1 consists of three elements. 

(1) the letter itself 

(2) any sons 

(3) entries (which will be non nil if a word is formed by 

the traversal upto this point). 

11.3.5.1 Lexical access functions 

These functions help to fetch the inforamtion for words 

and assemble them as required by the parser. These 

functions have been developed on top of the basic •trie 1 

implmentation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 

One of the key issues in the process of developing a 

natural language interface is that of capturing the 

semantics of the query being posed. When one is interested 

in designing a portable interface, this becomes alI the more 

important. 

There are basically two approaches that can be 

followed. One is to have a semantic grammar tied strongly 

to the domain and the other, to have a syntactic grammar 

followed by a semantic interpretation stage. WE have 

followed the latter. Syntactic parsing is followed by 

building of question frames (qframes for short} which 

capture the semantics of the query. In this chapter, we 

wi II discuss the motivation and the design and 

implementation of qframes. 

5.1 Motivation 

The need for a semantic structure other than a standard 

one of the many proposed by I inguists arises because of the 

application. There are quite a number of differences in the 

outlook between theoretical I inguists and computational 

I inguists, some of them fundamental and others more 

superficial. One of the fundamental differences is that, in 

general, a theoretical I inguist who has arrived at what he 
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believes to be a satisfactory underlying structure (or a 

deep structure or a meaning structure) for a set of 

sentences is usually contented with his results. A 

computational I inguist, on the other hand, wi II normally not 

be satisfied unti I he has been able to use such a structure 

to carry out some computation and, usually, make a response 

based on the result of the computation. The means by which 

this is accomplished varies from person to person or 

project to project) in large part because there is little in 

the way of the theoretical unity in the approaches used by 

the various groups of computational I inguists. 

Our methodology in proposing a semantic structure for 

questions has the following considerations and assumptions. 

(1) We consider a subset of the questions that is relevant 

in a data-base environment. 

(2) It is an attempt to answer the question "What are the 

things that generally constitute any such question?". 

5.2 Concept of question frames 

The following observations can be made of queries in 

genera I: 

There is always an object, item, person or thing about 

which (or about whom) the question is asked, or on which the 

question is based. This, which we cal I the "primary object 
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of inquiry 11 (POI henceforth, for short}, can appear in 

severa I forms. 

It can be explicitly named, as in 

s1} Does Intel suply the part IC8086? 

s2 What is the address of Dr.Saxena? 

It can appear as an entity name of a class of 

individuals, with or without instantiation, as in 

s3 -What courses does Dr.Karmeshu offer? 

s4- Does the company Intel supply IC8086 ? 

sS-Which company supplies the part UM368? 

It may not appear explicitly, but only be implied, as 

in 

s6 -Who supplies the part UM368?----------(company} 

s7-What does Intel supply ?--------------(parts.} 

Naturally, the POl is the most important component of 

our semantic structure, the qframe. We consider that in a 

query, 

qframe 

the other information provided contribute to 

in relation to the POl in the following way. 

information can be classified as follows. 

the 

The 

1. Detai I :regarding some detai Is of the POl which are 

required as in 

s8 -What is the name, address and rating of the company 

s u pp I y i n g I C 8 0 8 6? 
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s 9 - Wh a t i s t he c o s t o f I C 8 0 8 6 ? 

2 • Action regarding some action which is performed by 

t h e P 0 I o r i n wh i c h t h e P 0 I i s i n v o I v e d e i t he r a s a n a c t i v e 

or a passive participant, as in 

s10-Which company is supplying the part IC8086? 

s11)-Which courses are taught by Dr.Saxena ? 

3 • Possession regarding some possession or attribute of 

the POl or its state of being, as in 

s12 -which parts have a cost of more than 500? 

513-which salesmen are in the Delhi region? 

4 • Adjectival regarding some adjectival qualification 

attributed to the POl, as in 

s14 which imported parts were supplied in the year 1988 ? 

Based on the above observations, we have the qframe 

structure, which, at the top level, looks as follows: 

Qframe 

1 . primary object of inquiry 

2 . detai Is of POl required 

3 detai Is of the action in which POl is involved 

4. <possession) and (being> detai Is 

5. adjectival qualification 

The type of detai Is in each slot wi I I depend on the 

slot-type. We shall see the detai Is required in the slots 3, 

4 and 5. - 41 -



Action: The various entities involved in the given action 

have a definite relationship with the verb, cal led the case 

relationship. Fillmore identifies several cases including 

•agent•, 

1 time 1
, 

•instrument•, •object•, 

instrument against etc., 

1 dative•, 1 I oca t i ve • , 

[Fi I lmore 1 68]. We have 

chosen a workable subset of the cases considering the nature 

of queries usual in database environment. Our action slot is 

a frame by itself and consists of the following slots: 

act the act itself 

agent the entity doing the act 

object the object involved 

dative the beneficiary of the act 

active when the act is/was done 

Possession The design of the subslots for this was 

influenced by the necessity to include sentences with 

comparators. Accordingly we have 

featurel an entity, usually a property of another entity: 

feature2 a value of featurel, related to it by 

relational-elem the relation between the above two, as = 

(.)etc,. 

locative where the entity is/was 

time when the entity was around. 

Adjectival This appears as a condition restricting the 

choice for POl. 

Apart from the above, we include the type of question 

also, in the qframe, to help while answering different types 
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of question. So the frame structure in its expanded form 

wi I I be as follows. 

Qframe 

1. question type 

2. primary object of inquiry 

3. details of POl required 

4. action 

5. 

a • act 

b. agent 

c . object 

d. dative 

e. locative 

f. time 

status 

a. possess 

i. featurel 

ii. feature2 

iii. rei-element 

b. locative 

c. time 

6. adjectival qualification 

5.3 Subframes 

The qframe structure discussed in the last section is 

not sufficient, if we were to consider in our input queries, 

subclauses also. 
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For example, consider the query. 

s15 What is the name and address of the company supplying 

the parts which have a cost of more than 100 ? 

Clearly, the frame structure of the last section is not 

alone sufficent, since the semantic information of the 

subclause (underlined in the above question) cannot go into 

the •possess• slot of the qframe (which is a qualifier for 

the POl only) and the subclause is an example of an 

anaphoric reference to 

question s15 . 

• p a r t s • wh i c h i s no t the P 0 I i n the 

To take care of subclauses, we have another structure 

cal led •subframe•. This information wi I I be attached to the 

appropriate slot in the main qframe after resolving the 

entity of anaphoric reference. In the above example, the 

subframe corresponding to the subclause wi I I get attached to 

the entry in which •parts• figures, namely •object• slot in 

the •action• slot of the qframe. 

Subframe structure: 

1 • act 

2 • agent 

3 • object 

4. dative 

5. locative 

6. time 

7. possess 

8 • adj 
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examples: The structure of the question frame is given for 

two example queries. 

s16 ~What is the name address and rating of the company 

supplying the parts which have a cost of more than 500 ? 

Only the conceptual i n forma t i on i s given i n the 

i I lustration, for the fi I lers of the slots, actual syntax 

follows a consistent pattern of field and value pairs. 

Qframe 

1. question type : wh 

2. PO I : company 

3. detai Is of POl (name address rating) 

4. action 

5. act supply 

b. agent . company . 
c. object: part 

sub frame 

i . act . n i I . 
i i • agent -

i i i • object 

i v. dative -

v. locative -

vi • time -

vi i • possess -

a . featurel: cost 

b. feature2; 500 

c • r e I - e I em 1 > 1 
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viii. adj nil 

d. dative: nil 

e. locative :nil 

f. t i me : n i I 

5. status: ni I 

6. adj.qual: ni I 

Following is another example, this time, without any 

subframe s17 Who are the suppliers of the part IC8086 ? 

Qframe 

1. question type wh 

2. POl : company 

3. detai Is of POl required ni I (default:name) 

4. action 

a • act supply 

b. agent: company 

c. object part, IC8086: 

d. dative n i I 

e. locative : n i I 

f. time : n i I 

5. status: ni I 

6 • adj-qual . n i I . 

Actually, the entries for entities I ike agent or object wi II 

not just be the name, but a list of field and value, as in 

the case of object for the above example which wi I I actually 

look as follows. 
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((field (part-details part-name)) (value IC8086)) 

The two entries in the I ist corresponding to the field are, 

respectively, the relation name and the field name. 

5.4 Filling the qframes 

In this section we wi I I discuss the rules that have 

been formulated to arrive at the different components of the 

frame from the output of the parser. Since we know that 

syntactic information alone is not always sufficient, we 

look at the semantic information also. We had noted in the 

earlier chapter that the lexicon has semantic information in 

addition to syntactic information. This information wi II be 

available in the parsed sentences. The frame fi I ler module 

looks into both of them to arrive at the qframe structure. 

We can consider that there are two logical components 

and hence the block diagram for this module wi I I 

f o I I ows. 

5. 4. 1 Ru I es 

synto..ctic 
ifffo 

dP: specific 
lhfO 

'tfra.me 
-ft LLe,. 

Fig. 5.1 

look as 

Of the various slots in the qframe, the POl is the one 

that requires maximum attention. This is because, in several 
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cases, it doesn•t occur explicity. To arrive at the rules, 

we have tried to subdivide the class of input queries into 

some groups and find a pattern. The following set of rules 

are a pp I i cab I e to a I I • wh • quest i on s • 

Before we proceed, we wi I I clarify some terminology used. 

The syntactic categories of •subject•, 1 direct object•, 

and 1 indirect object• are used in the same sense as it is in 

regular grammar. However, we differ in the following ways 

for the following two terms. 

Action An action verb is a typically non auxi I I iary verb 

signigying an action as teach, run, supply, manufacture, 

offer, etc,. 

Auxi I iary An auxi I iary verb is one which does not specify 

any action as in the examples is, was, are, were, etc,. 

Any query should have atleast one of either the action verb 

or the auxi I iary verb. A query cannot exist without either 

of them. 

At this point we would I ike to note that while regular 

grammar would say that in the following query 

s18 who is the supplier of the part IC8086 ? 

that 1 is• is the mainverb, we would say that it is sti II an 

auxi I iary verb and note that the action verb is absent. 
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The way in which the rules are formed on groups of queries 

is represented as a tree below. 

p~ssive 

'ho..ve' 

Fig. 5.2 

In all the cases, at the leaves, the presence or 

absence o f a n a c t i on verb w i I I de t e rm i n e , u sua I I y , d i f fer en t 

courses of action. A detailed explanation of the rules 

followed according to the tree shown above follows. 

voice : Active 

aux-verb ni I 

In this case, we wouldn 1 t have been able to parse 

unless we have an action verb. Hence, if action verb is not 

present, 

occur). 

it is an error condition (which normally shouldn 1 t 

examples of queries 

s19 who teaches the course 604 ? 

s20 who supplies IC8086 ? 
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s21 which company manufactures the part IC8086 ? 

Rules 

(1) 'subject' will be made the POI 

( 2 ) In case •subject• is absent, (as in s20 and s 21 

above), the agent of the action verb wi I I be obtained 

and made the POl. 

aux-verb - of type 1 do 1 

In this case, we have rules as follows: 

examples of queries 

s22 which courses does Dr. Karmeshu offer 7 

s23 what does Intel supply 1 

R1::1~es 

(1) The direct object wi I I be made the POI 

(2) In case the direct object is absent, the object case 

of the action verb wi I I be made the POl 

aux-verb - of type 1 have• 

In this case, we observe that the absence of the action 

verb invariably means that the verb of type 1 have• is used 

in the sense of possession.We take action accordingly. 

examples ef queries 

s24 which company has a rating of more than 5 ? 

s25 who has been supplying the part UM368 ? 

s26 which students have A+ grade in the course 601 ? 
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Rules 

(1) check for the action verb 

(a) present 

i. the subject of the sentences is made the POl 

ii. If the subject is not explicit (as in s25 ), then the 

agent of the action verb is made the POl 

(b) absent 

i. make subject, the POl 

i i In case the subject is absent, take the direct object 

and f i n d , o f wh i c h en t i t y i t i s an a t t r i b u t e o f ; ( t h i s 

information is available in the lexicon and therefore 

in the parsed output). Make this the POl. 

example s26 , course is POl). 

(aux-verb)- of type 'be' 

(In the 

In this case too, we wi I I have several subcases, for 

which different courses of action should be taken. The 

f o I I ow i n g I i s t of ex amp I e s i I I us t rates the v a r i e t y o f 

questions that are possible. 

s27 who is the teacher of the course 604 ? 

s28 who is the supplier of IC8086 ? 

s29 what is the rating of the company I nte I ? 

s30 what is the same and address of the company supplying 

IC8086 ? 

s31 who are supplying the imported parts ? 

s32 who is teaching cs605 ? 
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We can observe that the first four queries are simi Jar 

in their syntactic structure and different from the last 

two; the difference is that the action verb immediately 

follows the auxi I iary verb 'be' in the last two cases. The 

information that a query belongs to one group and not the 

other is available to us, given by the parser which 

recongnises the difference. 

Rules 

check which group the question fal Is into 

group 1 

Here we have two further types, as in the following 

examples 

s33 who is the teacher of~604 ? 

s 3 4 wh a t i s t he r a t i n g o f I n t e I ? 

In the first case, POl is the teacher, whereas in the 

second case, it is the 'company Intel •, Clearly examination 

of the syntactic structure alone is not helping us resolve 

this apparent discrepancy. On closer scrutiny we find that 

the query s33 can be mapped to the equivalent query. 

s35 who teaches the course~04 ? 

(agent of Where unambiuously, the POl is the 'teacher' 

'teach'). We contend that the presence of a noun I ike 

'teacher' which basically is formed out of a verb, 

in this case) causes this mapping to be allowed. 

categorised these entities as activity entities, 
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earlier chapter). Such a mapping doesn•t exist for the query 

s34 . 

Rules 

(1) We make the noun (if it is an activity entity). the POl 

(2) In the case of this noun not being nd activity entity, 

we check the noun occuring after the preposition •of•; 

If it is present, we make it the POl. If only a proper 

noun is present, that is only an instantiating of the 

noun has occured (as in s34 ), then we find the field 

o f wh i c h • r a t i n g 1 
( o r wh a t eve r i s t he n o u n g i v e n ) , i s 

an attribute of and make it the POl. 

group 2 

In this group we have the action verb and hence this 

case becomes similar to the case of the auxi I iary verb being 

n i I . 

Rules 

(1) If the subject is present, it is made the POl 

(2) If the subject is not present then the agent of the 

action verb is made the POl. 

voice passive 

In the case of queries addressed in passive voice, only 

two case of auxi I iary verbs are possible. 
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( i ) have, ( i i ) be 

examples of queries 

s37 which parts have been supplied by Intel ? 

s38 which courses are being offered in the year 1989 ? 

in both the cases, the rules followed are 

(1) The direct object is made the POl, if it is present 

(2) If it is not present, then the object case of the 

action verb is made the POl 

5.4.2 Filling the other slots: 

(1) question-element 

This is straightforward; we just pick up the type of 

question and fi II up, as 

(2) details required 

If different detai Is of POl has been included in the 

question then this wi I I be fi I led up else this slot wi I I 

remain vacant,. During the query generation stage, if this 

slot is empty, then the default name for POl wi I I be used. 

(3) adjectival qualification 

If the POl has an adjectival qualification, then it is 

entered in the main frame: If there is any adjective 

qualifying an entity other than the POl, then a 'subframe• 

is generated for the corresponding entry and the adjectival 

qualification is entered there. 
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(4) action s~ots 

The appropriate slots in this category get fi I led up by 

refering to the occurances of various entities in relation 

to the action verb. (information is got from the db-specific 

information to 

noun is used). 

find out the entity name if only a proper 

These can also get fi I led up for questions 

not having action verbs, but have activity entities as their 

nouns. 

(5) possession s~ot 

When the auxi I iary verb is of type 'have• and the 

action verb is not present,we saw how the POl is formed. At 

the same time, we also fi I I the detai Is that would go along 

with these slots. 

5.5 Handling subclauses 

As we saw earlier, the inclusion of subclauses might 

necessitate a •subframe•. While fi I I ing up the subframe 

itself is very similar to the way in which we fi I led the 

main frame, it is important to find out, to which component 

of the main frame, does this subframe gets attached to. This 

is non-trivial, since the subclause might involve an 

reference. We proceed as follows to find the entity of 

anaphoric reference (EAR for short). 
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Rules 

check for the presence of an action verb, 

(a) present 

check for the voice part of the group in subclause. 

voice active 

In this case, the EAR is the agent of the action verb 

in the subclause, occuring somewhere in the main caluse. We 

get its identity and search it in the main frame slots and 

then plug in the subframe there. In the following example, 

s38 what is the address of the company which is supplying 

the part IC8086 ? 

the EAR is the same as the POl, and so there is no need to 

create a separate subframe; the information in the subclause 

wi II go into the so far unfi lied slots in the main frame 

itself. 

In the following example, however, a new subframe is 

necessitated. 

s39 who is the supplier of the parts which are having a 

cost more than 100 ? 

Here, the POl is •suppl ier•, while the EAR is •part•, 

We wi I I have a •subframe• attached to the entity •part•. 

voice passive 
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In this case, the EAR is the object of the action 

verb in subclause, occuring somewhere in the main clause. In 

the following example, 

s40 what are the prerequisites of the course whtch is 

being offered by Br. Saxena ? 

the EAR is •course•. 

(b) absent 

(aux-verb) -of type 'have• 

We contend that 'have• appears in the form of 

possession and so we apply the following rule. We get the 

direct object which is being possessed and find out which 

entity could possess it. Then we loop into the main frame to 

find a match for the entity and make it the EAR, as in 

s41 who supplies the parts which have a cost of more than 

500 ? 

here, 'parts• wi I I be made the EAR. 

(aux-verb)-of type 'be' 

This is a case where the sub clause might be 

(1) a prepositional phrase alone 

(2) a regular clause 

For the first case, we match the indirect object 

component with the slots in the main frame and get the EAR. 

In the second case, we contend that it must be of a type 

which can get mapped onto a clause with an action verb and 
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hence we follow the same rules as we would in the simi Jar 

case in the main clause. 

5.5.1 Handling multiple sub clause 

Handling multiple sub clause is only an extension of the 

way in which we handle one sub clause. The main difference 

is that, for additional sub clause we have to look not only 

in the slots in the main frame, but also in the subframes 

generated thus far, to find out the entity of anaphoric 

reference. The following examples i I lustrate the idea. 

s42 what is the name and address of the company which is 

supplying imported parts that have a cost of Jess than 4007 
==.=======· 

s43 what are the 

wh i'Ch are s1:1pplying 

of more than 5 ' ------

names and addresses of ~pan i es 

imported parts and whicH have ~ ~Jn5 

The sub clause are underlined The anaphoric references are 

marked with arrows. 

5.6 A note on the implementation 

The frames discussed above have been implemented using 

the DEFSTRUCT macro. The rules for the conversion from the 

parsed output have been procedurally implemented, as LISP 

functions. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FO~L QUERY GENERATION AND DATABASE ACCESS 

In this chapter, we wi I I discuss the 

generation module and the database access 

formal query 

module. The 

former takes the information in the •qframe• and generates a 

formal query in relational algebra. The latter evaluates 

the generated query to get the results. 

6.1 Formal query generation 

The main idea with which we operate on the •qframe• is 

that, it gives a clear picture of what is wanted. 

(1) The entity about which the question is asked. 

(2) Supplemetary information which restrict the choice of a 

value for the entity. 

In the 1 qframe 1
, the primary object of inquiry is (1), and 

the other detai Is lead to (2). The generation of a formal 

query has the above underlying ideas. 

In terms of relational algebra, •restrict• would mean 

using the •select• operation, perhaps with the 1 join• 

operation. In our system, we have restricted ourselves to 
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generate •select-project-join' expressions. This kind of 

expressions appears with great frequency. Intuitively, many 

queries can be viewed as taking an entity (described by the 

selection clause), connecting it to an entity of another 

type, perhaps through many relationships (the natural join 

expresses the connection), and then printing of some 

attributes of the latter entity (the projection determines 

the attributes printed). Such expressions are cal led 

•select -project-join' expressions (UI lman 1 85). 

6.1.1 The generation module 

We look into the 'qframe• for the three components that 

lead to restrictions in the choice of answer action 

possession and adjectival qualification. We take each 

component and do the following. We check the various slots 

and find out for which slot there is an instantiation and 

generate a I ist of those field - value pairs. We also make 

a I ist of subframe information. The I ist of case of 

subframes, we go into the frame and find out the 

instantiated slots; this would form a restrictor on the 

component to which the subframe was attached and this would 

in turn, be a restrictor for the main component. 
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We generate •selection• expressions corresponding to 

the restrictors. •Join• wi I I be generated whenever two 

relationships are involved. Thus, we arrive at a complete 

sub-expressions similarly for the other two. 

The slot 1 detai Is of object required• in the 1 qframe• 

basically gives us the fields that have to be projected. 

In the absence of this information, we take up the default 

information. We generate a sub-expression 

corresponding to this I ist. 

Having got the four sub-expressions, we embed them to 

produce the final query. The embedding function takes care 

of removing any unnecessary or redundant 1 join 1
• However, 

no optimisation is done by the system. 

An example i I lustrating the conversion from a 

to a formal query is given in the following page. 

6.2 Database access 

We have simulated a relational database schema in 

memory by considering a relation as a set of tuples (or a 

I ist of I ists). Adding more tuples to any relation can be 

done using a function. 
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The functions •project•, •select• and 1 join 1 operate on this 

database. The syntax for the ca I Is of these fuctions is 

given below. 

( 1 ) (Project (I is t of detai Is) relation-name or an 

expression) 

( 2) (select (condition I i s t) relation-name or an 

expression) 

(3) (join relation-name or an expression relation-name or 

an expression) 

The syntax in BNF is given below 

(expression'/ = (project <PI ist/ (expressio~) 

(select (cl ist) (expression)) 

(join (expression) (expression)) 

(reI at ion-name;> 

(pi ist;> :: = ((I ist-of-fields/) 

<1 ist-of-fields):: = (field): (field> (I ist-of-fields) 

( c I i s t) : : = ( < r e I - o p) < f i e I d /'<_con s t) ) 

: ( <reI -op2) (fie I d > ) 
(reI -op) : : = ) : ( : = : eq 

<rel-op2):: = max : min 

<relation-name'/ = one of the valid relation names in 

the schema. 

<field/::= one of the valid field names in any relation 

in the schema 
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(const> = a constant, either alphanumeric or numeric 

The join which is implemented is a natural join. 

Intermediate relations are created during the process of 

query evaluation. Identification of fields for natural join 

is achieved by having the first tuple of every relation, 

either the main relation or one that is created during the 

query evaluation, to have the various attribute names in the 

order in which their values appear in the subsequent tuples. 

However, these intermediate relations are not stored, and 

hence duplication of effort, if it so happens in a 

particular query may not be avoided. 

6.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter we discussed certain aspects of formal 

query generation and database access. In Appendix 2, along 

with the relations, a I isting of the sample relational 

database is given. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we wi I I summarise the work done, and 

also detai I I imitations of the system and scope for the 

future work. 

7.1 Sunmary 

In this endeavour, we have proposed a semantic 

representation scheme for natural language queries directed 

towards database. We have also implemented an NL Interface 

system based on this representation. 

Our system consists of three stages. In the first 

stage, we accept the natural language query and parse it 

using syntactic information alone. This increases the 

subset of NL accepted. 

In the second stage, we convert the parsed output to 

the representation mentioned earlier (we call this 

•qframe 1
), using the rules which we have developed. The 

essential semantics of the query are captured in this 

representation. 

In the third stage, we generate a formal query in 

relational algebra, as select-project-join expressions, from 
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this •qframe•. We have simulated an in-memory database 

operation functions I ike select, project and join. The 

formal query is then evaluated to get the results. 

7.2 Limitations and scope for future work 

We wi II look into these aspects with respect to four 

main areas. 

(1) syntax and I inguistic phenomena 

(2) semantic interpretation 

(3) co-operative responses 

(4) automated porting 

7.2.1 Syntax and linguistic phenomena 

The system presently accepts only 1 wh 1 queries. It can 

be extended easily to handle •yes-no• questions and queries 

which are in the form of a command. Examples of such 

queries are 

sl Is Dr. Saxena offering cs604 ? 

s2 Has Intel supplied IC8086 in the year 1988 ? 

s3 List the courses offered by the department of Computer 

science JNU 

s4 Give me the detai Is of the course cs605 
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The 'command queries' can be easily mapped into 'wh' 

questions, and therefore the rules for the conversion to 

'qframes' need not be extended very much. In the 'yes-no' 

type, we can have a marker saying that it is of that type, 

convert it into a 'wh' question and get the result, and 

finally compare it with the instance to give an appropriate 

answer. As an example, s1 can be mapped onto the 'wh' 

question 

s 5 who i s o f f e r i n g c s 6 0 4 ? 

The ' instance-s I o t ' can be f i I I ed w i t h 'Dr. Saxena' • 

We then would proceed normally. After the result is got, we 

check with the slot to answer either 'yes' or 'no' depending 

on whether the answer is the same as in the instance-slot. 

Multiple sub clauses and the anaphoric references 

resulting thereof are handled by the system, but elI ipses 

are not handled. ElI ipsis can occur non-grammatically as in 

s6 Who taught cs604 in the year 1987 ? 

fo I I owed by 

s7 and cs605 

or by 

s8 in the year 1988 ? 

or it can occur grammatically, as in 

s9 who taught in 1988 ? 
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As a query following s6 (this is usually accepted as 

an elI iptic form). In our system, we have the means to 

handle elI ips is to some extent. We can retain the •qframe• 

corresponding to the old question, and if the system is able 

to detect an elI iptic form, we can superimpose the new 

•qframe•, in which we have that detai I which has varied, on 

the old •qframe• and then use it to generate the query. 

Thus, the system can be extended to handle elI ips is in an 

elegant manner, though, for a I imited variety. 

7.2.2 Semantic Interpretation 

We have attempted to make our formal ism, the •qframe• 

as general as possible. However, one can think of other 

possibi I ities by which the structure can be extended to 

include more coverage. 

One example is the set of questions which ask for the 

•count•, •sum•, etc., of a field (which has numeric values). 

The •qframe• can be extended to handle this. Another 

example 

database 

is regarding questions about the structure of 

itself. The adaptabi I ity of 1 qframes• 

the 

for 

extensions to handle these and other such things can be 

investigated. 
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7.2.3 Co-operative responses 

Co-operative responses [Kaplan 1 82] are required if we 

desire to give the user more inforamtion so that he is not 

mislead. As an example, consider the question. 

s 1 0 Who g o t A-t- g r ad e i n c s 6 0 6 i n 1 9 8 8 ? 

and the two answers that are given 

(a) NIL 

(b) cs606 was not offered in 1988 

The 

response. 

answer (b) 

Basically, 

is an example of a co-operative 

a system providing co-operative 

response checks for presuppositions in the question and if 

they are false or incorrect, responds by pointing them out. 

For example, in question s10 , the presupposition is that 

the course cs606 was offered in that year. We do n~t 

provide presupposition analysis in our system, as to give 

such a co-operative response. 

7.2.4 Automated porting 

One of our main objectives was to provide a high degree 

of portabi I ity. We have partly achieved it by restricting 

the domain - specific inormation to be present only as part 

of the lexicon and the schema description. However, we have 
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not automated the process completely. Though functions 

have been provided for schema description and lexicon 

generation, a person with knowledge of LISP is required. 

The system can be extended by providing an acquistion 

module to gather database specific information. 
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APPENDIX 

PART I INTRODUCTION TO ATNS 

Augmented transition networks and their descendants are 

currently one of the most common methods of parsing natural 

language in computer systems. The formal ism of ATNs evolves 

as follows. 

Transition networks 

A transition network is a finite state machine which 

recognises regular expressions, as i I lustrated below. 

Fig. A-1 

The above network wi I I accept sentences of the type 

[determiner noun] [determiner adjective noun] [determiner 

adjective adjective noun] and so on. 

RTNs 

A recursive transition network is I ike a simple 

transition network except that each network has a label and 

each arc is label led with a word, a lexical category, or a 
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syntactic category that is the label of some network in the 

grammar. The arc containing a syntactic category as a lable 

is traversed by matching a sequence of input symbols to this 

other network. This network is formally equivalent in power 

to a context-free grammar. The following diagrams 

i I lustrate some RTN networks. 
pp 

s 

NP 

pp 

ATNs 

An ATN is simi I ar to an RTN with extensions (or 

augmentations) as follows. 

1. Feature dimensions and role names can be associated 

with each network. When a phrase is parsed using a 

network, the register table of the resulting node wi I I 

contain entries whose keys are the feature dimensions 

and role names for the network named. 
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2. Conditions and actions can be specified on the arcs. 

3. 

The conditons wi I I have to be satisfied in addition to 

the implicit conditions on the arc. The condition wi I I 

be usually regarding the value of some role register in 

the network. 

Initialisation When an arc that cal Is for parsing 

with a network is followed, some of its registers can 

be initialised to contents derived from the status of 

parsing so far. 

4. Classification of arcs. 

<cat> category arc; matched against a single word. 

Its label is a lexical category. 

(seek) a recursive ca II to a network. 

syntactic category. 

Its label is a 

<send)' this returns from the cal led network. It i s 

the opposite of <seek>arc. 

<:jump> arcs are taken without parsing any element of 

the input. 
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ATN FOR MAIN CLAUSE 

Fig. A-3 



\ 

\~~ 

ATN FOR SUB CLAUSE 

Fig. A-4 



ATN 'WH' (WH - ELEMENT) 
Fig. A-5 

ATN 'NP' (NOUN PHRASE) 

Fig. A-6 

SEND , _ ___;,...~ 

ATN 'NPP' (NOUN PHRASE including proper nouns & numbers) 

Fig A-7 

ATN •pp• (PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE) 

Fig A-8 
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•ppp• (PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE) 

Fig A-9 

(CONJUNCTIVE NOUN PHRASE) 

Fig A-10 

(COMPARATORS) 

Fig. A-11 
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•yp• (VERB PHRASES) 

Fig. A-12 



APPENDIX 

PART 2: PROGRAM LISTING 
1: mv imH 
2: inC ii~UESiEtEnENTi 

3: ifiUESTWBRBI 

5: · \HUXVERB) 
~: \NES-TAGi 
7: \ViliCEI 
B: \SUBJECT/ 

i i ~ \ HtDIRECTCBJECTl 
i2: iCnBTRANSiTIViTYi 
i~: iiHER£SEil 
14: ilfiCTiKEi 
i5: iufiNEI 
i~: iiHITPREPl 
17: iCDHJPPi 
lB: \CfiNJNri 
19: \A ~SEEK T 
25: iPRiJS iHl 
21: iSETRV nUESTElfKEnT wHi 
22: iSETG 'INITPREP t:l 
23: iSETR ~UEST~uRB i-WBRBI 
24: iSETG 'luCTinE t:il 

Lb: f4IlJ j 

27: iB iCiH iECRV +:-TYPE T;fil4!\lill 
2£: \PRuG NIL iSETR nAINVERB il iSETRV VOiCE ACTIVEil 

31: iSHfi ilifiECTUBJECT +:l 
32: J HiP !tP il 
;J.): iHU 
34: \CAT \EQiW ~<-TYPE BE HAVE l 
35: iPfiUG MIL iSETRV VIHCE ACH\Jfl illPPENiJR iilil:VHHi ~<ll 

38: iPRUS Nil iSETRV VOICE ACTIVEl iAPPEnDR iiUXVERB ill 
39: Fi VERrn 
41): iSEEK T iSETR SUBJECT ~<l C \liP nPil IHU 
41: \JUMP T I (:)) 
42~ \Fi \SEEK l \SETR SUBJECT i) l \HPP NPPi} NILJJ 
43: iC \SEEK T iSHfi iilil:VER& t:-iiU:tl P \HiW HAVi i iHU 
44: \SEEK T 
45: \PROS Wll 

\SETS 'KAIRVERE i} 

\SETS 'CMTRAM5iTlVITY ij 

\SETS :\:OIC.E il 
\SETS 'f;EG-TAS ii 
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51: 
52~ 

53: 
54: 
55: 
5b: 
r~ 

;)) : 

5S: 
59: 
b5: 
61: 
b2: 
63: 
b4: 
b5: 
bb: 
b7: 
bfh 
tll· ,, 
75: 
71: 
-:r;-, , .... 
~~ 

J ~~ 

74: 
75: 
~· Jb: 

77: 
7B: 
79~ 

il~: 

Bh 
Bl: 
", 
~t): 

S4: 
!l5: 
"' no: 
S7: 
SB: 
fill• ,, 
95: 
9i: 
92: 
"~ !;;.: 

94: 
-95: 
9b: 
97: 
'1£: 
99! 
ii~:i 

i 

\CGnD [ifQRV VuiCE PASSIVEl 
\SETR uiRECiuBJECi SUBJECT} 
\SETRV SUBJECT MilJJ}) 

D il:iP VPll 
iiniiR HUXVERB AUAVERBlll 

il mm cmm 
iHU 

ill iJUiiP T T Ell 
ill iSE~D iEwRV CKlliRAHSITIVI11 INiRAHSiiiVEl Nili 

iSEEK iEQRV VOICE ACTIVEl iSETR DIRECTGBJECi ~~ £ iRrP NPP1i Hili 
\SEEK iEQRV VOiCE PASSiV£l 

iPiWG !HL 
iCGND [i£ijRV ~-PREPGSliifin BVJ iSETR SUBJECT ~lJ 

£1 iSEiR iNDIRECiuBJECT ilJll 
E iPPP PPP1l 
IHU 

iJUKP T T Ell 
if \SEEK T 

iCUWil ( iEwRV i-rREP!lSITWit rm iSHR SUBJEt:T il J 
{T iSETR INDIRECTGBJECT ilJll 

E \PPP PPPil 
HiU 

iJUi'IP T T Ell i 
\Ei \SEND T 

iPRGfi rHi.. 
iCfiNil {iRNil [Nul \IS-EKPTI DIREt:TfiBJECill 

(nuT \JS-Enr11 SUBJECT}ii 
i smw DunE n 1 

iT \SETRV DuNE nill}ilil 
iF \SEEK iAMD inuT \EQRV luCTin£ Til 

iiiuT \H!R\12 Riii:VERB-HPE j}fii Jl 
iP%6 nil iSETR SiiBJECl i) iSHRV CuriJlir Til 
H \Cf4P CfiPill 

\SEE~ HiiH mmn iiU.X\JERiHi'PE DGI l 
iSETR SUBJECT il 

C H4PP HPPH 
iiiU 

iCAT iE~RV t-fuRn PRufiRESSIVEl iSETR MAiwVERB t} D VERBi 
iSEEK iliUT \fliRV2 HmVER!HYPE iiUll 

iSETR SUBJECT il 
u HiP NPil 
iHU 

iG iSW~ iUuT H\lill fBli\\1 i;iii£STEi.E!iEfH YESiiUJ 
1EQRV2 Hli~vERF-iYPE llu HAV£311 

iSETR DIRECTOBJECT il 
H i C:PP CPP ii 

\JUnP \OR miH IIS-EnPH r\Ail'iVERBl J mmv THERESH TJl 
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lni: \PR66 RIL 
iti2: iCuND £\AND iiS-EMFTV fiiRECTfiBJECTl 
1~3: 1iiS-EnPTY InvlRECTGBJECTlJ 
ii4: fSHRv OO!iE iHUi J 
155: fT iSETRV DOW£ Ti3li T ll 
iib: iH \SEnD T iSETRv DunE Tlli 
HH: ii iSEN!i ! 
inB: iPRuG NIL 
HW: iWJ413 ( iANii US-HiPTY iHRECllJBJEC'f3 
ii5: i:IS-EI!PTY Wi.HRECTUBJECTB 
iii: iSETRV DuNE Uilil 
ii2: iT \S£TRV DOU£ l}J}j}} 
1i3: iJ iCAT iENRV t-TYPE D6l 
ii~: iPRfiG UIL iSETRv vOICE ACTivEl iSETR AuAvERB tll 
.i i5: K VERfH i 
iib: iK \SEEK T iSETR SuBJECT i) l inPP nPPil Nilll 
117: il iCAT iEwRV i-T¥PE MOnAUXi iSETR nAIMvERB fi n VERBli 
iiS: in \SEEK I iSHR HiiliRECIGBJECI H N iPPP PPPii liiU 
HI?: iJuliP T I rii i 
126: iN iSEMD I iSEIRV DuNE i'lilli 

122; iWH i iHH.TPREPl ilO[:THiEi iWGRfil iPREPuSiHCnll 
iWHi iCAT T \PfluG UIL iSETRv iniTPREP Tl iSETR PREPOSiiiGM ill 

124: wH2 PREP£SITIOTH 
125: iJUnP I iSHlW HHTPREP niU i9H2l l 
12b: ii:IH2 HiHi iiS-EtiPT¥ HHTPREPi 
i27: iSEHI wmw HtuRDl 
i2B: WH3 I*H~T WHO WHICH WHEN wHERE WHfitiii 

135: 
inEn T iFRu6 niL iSETR WORD il iSETRV lfi[:TiKE Tll 

tiH3 iiiHEN WHERE iiHUlill l 
i3i: \i;li3 \SE~O T Tlll} 
.132: \DV ATRii 
.\33: iPPP i WRPflSITit\Nl WREP-BBJECTH 
B~: iPFPi \CAT 1 iSETR PREP\'JSIH£r.i H'luRiH PPF2 PREHlSiiHliH l 
335: iFPP2 iSEEK T iSETR PREP-OBJECT f) PPP3 iNPP NPPil Nilll 
i3b: \FPP5 \SE~O T TJJj} 
lJJ: iil\i IHiN 
i3B: iCNP i iHEil!H IDETEfiiilNERl iSilBDHlHUH iHilliiHiGPREPl l 
i39: 
Hil: 
141: 

i43: 
iH: 
145: 
Ht.: 
147: 
14ih iDV ATN5 

iCl4P.i ii:iGRil I iSETR ilHER!iHiER t:i CnP2 THEl iJUnP i T C~P2i i 
iCnP2 \CAT T iAPPEUDR SilBvETAilS f} CNP3 NBUNiJ 

\ JBiif" T T CfiP2} 
\WORD T i CNP4 AMDl 
\WG~U r iS£lR HfilUI~GPREF t) tnPb OfJJ 

iCNPb iSEEK T iSETR HEAD f) CNP7 iNPP WPPil Nilll 
iCiiP7 iSEiiD T Til i1 

149~ H4PP \ HJETERTHfiffH 
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151: 
!52: 
!53: 
15~: 

.155: 
156: 
.i57: 
•r ...... 
L•l!. 

159: 
i6i: 
!bh 
162: . ·~ .n::;,.~ 

"':. ]~..,~ 

''" lth.': 

lbb: 
ib7: 
ibfh 
.ib9! 
.i7n: 
i7l: 
!72: 
173: 
i74: 
17:1: 
i7b: 
177: 
i7ih 
179: 
i£1': 
HH: 
!S2: 
!63: 
1£4: 
HIS: 
iSb: 
iS7: 
HiS: 
i£9: 
J9n: 
19h 
!92: 
·~~ 1"1.:0: 

19~: 

1'95! 
!96! 
197: 
i9ih 
i99: 
2en:f 

;: 

\DHAIU 

i!iESCRIBEiH 
iliui.il HiGFREPl l 

iWPPi \CAT T \SETR ilETERniHER f) WPP2 DETERniWEf\1 
iJunP T T 14FP2l l 

BWP2 iCAT i iAPPEtiilR DESCRiBER t-l iiPP2 ADJECiiVEl 
iJUnP i i NPP2Ail 

HtPP2A iGH T iSHR HEAD il NPP4 nDi.iNi 
mm~ T iBHR H\STANCE il NPP3l 
\CAT T iSETR InSTANCE t-) NPP3 PRuPER-nuilHll 

inPP3 \CAT 1 iSE!R HEAil ;:; nPP6 NGUHJ iSENil Till 
iNPP4 ifiEH i iSEiR HGLiliWSPREP t--~uRDl nPP5 iuF INll 

\JUHP T T flPP5) 
iSHm T Til 

\NPP5 iSEEK T iPRuG Nil iSETR DETAil HEAill iSETR HEAD t-i) 
IiPPS HiP !iPii 

i-HU 
iNiln T iSEiR iNSTANCE t-l HFPbl 

iCAT i \SETR iNSiAxCE t-l NPPb PROPER-UGUNil 

\tiP i ii.lETERiiHtERi iliEADl iilESCRIBEfB iilllnBEiB l 
iUPi iCAT T iPRGG nii. iSETR ilETERiiinER i) 

iSETR NUMBER Hti.iHBERH 

mv iHI\7 

iJi.i!iP T T NP2ii 
iNP2 \CAT i H\PPEill.lll DESCRIBER il liP2 AilJECHvfl 

iCiH T \PROG tiiL iSETR NUMBER Hil.i!iEER} 
iSETR HEAB ill UP3 Nui.inll 

iSEH!i T T }) ll 

\PP \ iPREPOSHIGftl iPREP-OBJECTi l 

il.l\i ATNS 

iPPi \C~T T iSETR PREP£SITiuN il PP2 PllEPGSITIGnil 
\PP2 iSEH T \SHR PREP-UBJECT t-l PP3 HtP Nril !HU i 
\PP3 iSENv T Tllll 

\CGM iiFEATUREil iCOHPSIGNi iFEAiURE2ll 

il\v iHiH~ 

iCu!ii \SEEK T \SETR FEATURE! i) Cu!iiA il\P UPil HILli 
\CUHiA \WURD T T COH2 OF} \JUMP T T CUK2}} 

CUt-13 \EQUAL GREATER LESSER MORE LESS} 3 
iJU!ir i iSEiRV CuliSIGI\ EQUALSi Cu!i4ii 

iCu!i3 iliE!i iOR f!tui iEQRV CuMSIGN EQUALiJ fEQRV i-*uRfi Tull 
T Cun4 iTu THAnlii 

iCGli4 iCAT T iSETR FEATURE2 f) CuHP5 PRuPER-nGUU} 
il\U!i T iSETR FEATURE2 il Cu!iP5ll 

lCOii5 iSENU T r;;;; 

iVP ii!iAHNERBi iAU~VERBl iiiEiHABl iVGlCEl iCnl\TRAliSHIVHYil 
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2ii: \VPi iRCRD T \£ETRV RES-TAS ON} VPiB MGT} 
2i2: iCAT iEQRV i-TYPE vfil iSETR ~uXVERB il VPiD VERBl 
2~3: \JUMP T T vPiAi 
254: \CAT \EQRV t-TYPE BE HAVEl iSETn AUXVERB i} VPiB VERBl 
2~5: iJUnP \EQRV2 AUXVERB-TYPE BEl T vP3l 
2116: iJlinP T T VPit:l i 
2£7: iVPiR i*ilRD i iSETRV wEG-TAS 6Nl VP2 HuTl \JUMP T T vP2il 
2SB: ivPiA \CAT iAUD [£QRV ~-TYPE HUMAUXJ {EgRv •-TYPE PROGRESSIVEJi 
259: iPROG Nil 
210: \S£TRV VOICE ACTIVEl 
211: iSETR MAIHVERB il 
2i2: iSEiR CnuTRA*SITIVii¥ i-TRAHSITIVITVil 

21~: ivPiO i~GRD i iSETRv NEG-TAG rn\i VPiC NuTll 
215: iVPlC \CAT iEQRV •-TYPE HONAUii 
2ib: \FRUG H!l 
2i7: \SETRV VOiCE ACTIVE> 
2iB: iSEIR MAINVERB il 
2!9: iSETR CnDTP~NSITiVITV •-TRA*SITIVITVil 
22£: VP4 VERlll l 
22i: \VP2 i*uRD iE~RV2 AUAvfRB-TYPE BEl T VP3 BEJNSl 
222: HiURD iEQR\i2 AUXVERB-HPE HliVEi T !JP3A BWH 
.,'1':!. 
L.L<-'• \JUMP iEQRv2 AUXVERB-TYPE HAVEl T VP3Bl 
22~: \JUMP \EQRV2 AUAVERB-TYP£ BEl T VP~AlJ 
225: ivP3 \CAT iAWD f£QRV i-TVPE NUNAUXJ [EQRv i-FuRn P~Sill 

227: 
22il: 
221: 

231: 
232: 
233: 

2~5: 

237: 

241: 
242: 

24b: 

24B: 

iPi'luG NIL 
iSETRV VOICE PASSIVEl 
iSETR nAIHVER~ il 
\SETH ClilHRAiiSHiVHV i-TfiAtiSHIVH¥ll 

VP4 VEflBll 
iVP3A iCAT iEHRV ;:-FORM PASTl 

iPR\lG IHL 
iSETR liAlRvERB il 
iSETR CnnTRAHSITI\iiT¥ i-TRANSITIVITVl 
iSETRV VOICE PASSIVEli 

VP4 VERBi 
iCAT iEQRV i-FORM PR06RESSIVEl 

iPRfiG IHL 
iSHR iil'iHWERB fl 
iSETR Cli!JTRAWSITIVHY i-ifiAUSHiViiYi 
iSETRV VOICE ACTiVEll 

iVP3B \CAT iE~RV i-FORM PASTl 
iPRuG IHi.. 

iSETR iiAINVERB ii 
\SETRv VuiCE ACii\iEl 
iSETR CMflTRAMSITiVITY i-TRANSITIVITYll 
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251: iCPP \iCfiiiJPPl ifiRSTPREPl HlBJECD IHOLI.\I~SPP.EP; \H~STANCESH 

252~ iC~i I ISEIR flRSIPREF t} CPP2 PREPuSiliuHli 

25~: 

iCPP2 iWOR!.l i i CPP3 THE} \JUMP T T CPP3} iJilnP i T CPP51l 
\CPP3 iC~i T iSETR OBJECT il CPP~ UuilNll 
iCPP4 iJUnP i i CPP5i 255: 

25b; iCliT i iSETfl Hi.JUlHiGPREP il CPP5 PREHlSHIU,tU 
257: iSEtiD T Tii 
2SS: iCPP5 iCiH i iliPPEiUlR iiiSTAliCE t:l CPPb PRuPER-iiuiliH J 

iCPPb iJUnP T 1 CPP5} iSEn!.l 1 iSETRv CilHJPP T llili 
2bi! \DV HTii12 
261~ \SC \\TYPE) 
262: iCiJMNECT~i.lfl!.li 

.to.:-: i cunrr~P 1 
26~: iMAI*VERBJ 

266: iViliCEl 
2b7: iSUBJECTl 

2t:.'h iHHiiRECTOBJECii 
27~: iSCi iwuR!.l T T SCiR ~1.\l iJUnP T i SCiAl/ 
271: iSClA iWOf\1.\ i T SC2A AREl iJUHP 1 T SC2ll 
272: i5C2A \CAT iAM!.l fEwRV £-TYPE HAVEJ tEGRV i-filRn PRu6RESSiVEl 
2i3; \SETH AlO?JERB ~; 

274: SC7A VERB} l 
275: \SC2 \CAT H\~ll iHlfiV t-H'PE tiuNiii.iAJ £EilRV f-FGRn PiiUSRESSIVEJi 
276: \PRGG fill 

27£~ \SETRV TYPE VERB> 

2Si: \SETRV VOICE ACTIVE>> 
261: SC3 VERB} 

253: lPRGS Nil 

295: lSETRV TYPE VERBJ 

2£7: iSETRV VOICE PBSSiVEij 

291: 
292: 

29~: 

SCI i~HICH WHB WHuS£ ~H£Rfll 
i JiiiW T T SC7i 
\SEEK T \SEifl CuHPHP fl SC4 \CuMP CunP11 Nllll 

iSEEK T \SETR fiiRECTOBJECi il SC5A \~PP NPPil Mill> 
295: \SC5 \SEEK T 

297: 
29B: 

\Pflf;;) NIL 
\Cmm r \EiiR\1 i-PREPusmmi fii'l iSHR SUBJECT ii J 

iT iSETR iHuiRECiuBJECT i)}ll 
SC.5A iPPP PPP1l 
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301: 
3\12: 
303: 
~ft· ,);"!~: 

3};5: 
~ib: 

367: 
3~£: 

3ii9: 
;;te: 
311: 
3i2: 
~·~ 
~lJ.: 

3i4: 
~·s:: ..)l&J: 

~·' ;\l~l 

~·"' .)1;: 

3i£: 
319: 
32i: 
321: 
522: 
-.~~ 

,)L.)~ 

324: 
325: 
32b: ..... 
j..~.J: 

32£: 
32q: 
33D: 
_,_,, 
.)~1: 

332: 
.,., . 
.),:\J.: 

334: 
3~5: 
~-., 

;.\.)t\! 
_,.,_, 
::.:..\.1} 

33B: 
"'"'ll ,)JJ: 

341: 
;;41! 
342: .... ;_,,.); 

34~: 

~45: 

3l\b: 
347: 
34!!: ... ~ 
~~..,: 

35i:i 

* 

\SC5A \SEEK T 
iFRuG Nil 

\CGNu fiEHRV £-PREPOSITiON BVl 
iSETR SUBJECT ill 

fT APFEHuH inDIRECTGRJECT £i3li 
SCS iPPF PPFil 

iHU 
iJi.lnP i T SCbii 

i5C4 \SEE~ T \PRG6 HIL iSETR DIRECTuBJECT SUBJECTi 
\SETH SUBJECT £}) 

SC6 I PPP PPP iJ 
iHUl 

i5C7 \SEEK T \SETR AUXVERB £-AUii SC7A iHAV HAVii MiLl 
\SEEK T \PRGfi NiL \SETG 'nAI«VERB il \SETS Ai.IXVERB il 

iSETS 'VOICE £}} 

iHU 
\CAT iE~V i-T1PE BE Du HAVEl SCb iMP ~Pii Uilli 

lSCB iEURV vOiCE ACTIVEl 
\SETR DlRECT£BJ£CT i} 

SC5H \NPP RPPll 
HI\J 

\SEEK T 
iPfluS rm. 

\Cunu iEYRv vOICE PASSIVEi 
iSETR uiflECTuBJECT Si.IBJECTl 
<SETR SUBJECT i}Jj} 

SC5~ \PPP Ff'Pi) 
NIU 

iSC7A \SEEK T \SETR CuMPNF il SCb iCun Cunil UlLil 
iSCb \SHU\ T f)}il 

\iii1P iHL ii'H4P1 iCAT T T NNP2 l.\EiERffiNHO iJUr\P T T N~tfl21l 
innP2 inEn T T nnP3 illSi l.\ETAILSili 
inNP~ iMDRl.\T T NNP4 uFii 

mv iHIH3 
i[:flnP iiFEATiJREii \Ai.!Xl \CuiiPSlt!tll IFEi\TiiRE2ii 

\CunPi \CAT \EQRV i-T1PE BEl T CuKPii VERBii 
iCiJKPH iCAT iHlRV i-TlPE HAvEl \SETR Alii ;;) CuiiPh\ VERB)} 
iCunPiil \CAT T T Cunr2 DETERiilnERi \JlinP T i CunP2ll 
iC6iiP2 iCAT T iSETR FEATURE! ~~ CDiiP2A *fiUnli 
\CunP2A i~GRl.\ T T uFl \JUMP T T CunP3il 
iC6iiP3 iH£ii T \SETR CGnPSISU il CDnP4 <ERUAL GREATER LESSER nBRE lESSil 

iJUHP T SETRV CuiiPSIGn E@UillSi CuHP5il 
\[:uiiP~ iiiEii HlR £NG1 iHiRV CuaPS1Btl EQUALS\ :i {EQi\¥2 HIURiJ Hni 

T CfiiiP5 \Tfi THAMlll 
iCUiiP5 iCIH i iSEiR fEiHUR£2 il CunPb PRiJPER-iiul!iii 

iUUn T \SETR FEATUfl£2 il COHPbil 
iC£KPb iSEUl.\ T Tlil) 
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351: iiiV ATNS 
352: \wRY iinAIN£lAUSEl iSUFClAilSESll 
353~ \QRYi iSEEK i iSETR KAINCLAUSE il QRY2 i~C Al Milli 

356~ \liV iHIH 4 

iQRY2 \SEEK i iAPPENDR SUBClAilSES tl NRY2 iSC SCii wiLl 
i SHill T TllH 

357: iHi\V iiAUXil 
35B~ iHA~i \CAT iERRV i-TYPE BEl T HAV2 VEP~i 
359: 

%i: 
3b2: 

365:i 

iCAi i~,D tERRV i-iYPE HAVEJ tUui i£qRV i-fuRK PRuSRESSIVElJi 
iSEiR i\iH il 
HRV3 VERBJ i 

iHi\V2 \CAi iAND fEvRV t-iYrE Hi\VEJ [£gRV i-FGRK PRGSRESSIVEJl 
\SHR AiH i:l 
Hi!s\13 VERBll 
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APPENDIX 

PART Ill 
EXAMPLES WITH PARSER OUTPUT 

\WHiCH PARi IS HAVINS A CflSi flF nuRE THAN 10il 
inlHUCLAUSE I ii\fliiE !iiU· 

\VIHCE ACHVEi 
iCfiMPARATORS i\FEATUR£2 liDORD 16nlll 

iCunPSISU \\~ORO KuREiil 
IFEATUREi \\HEAD 1\NUnSER SlMBULARi 

\DB \FIELD \PART-DETAILS CuSTli 
iE*TIT1-PROPERT¥ PARTll 

HiilRl:l cmm n 
iNUnBER SINSULARl 
iUETERKIHER \\NUMBER SIRGUlARi 

\AU X VERB \\TYPE HAVEl 
INUHBER SHiGUUIR PLURAU 

iWORil HIWHiBl i 1 
\SUBJECT \\HEAD \.\UUTiBER SINGULAR} 

\iiBili/ Alll 
\VESCRIBER NILlllll 

\DB lfiELil \PART-DETAILS PART-NAHEll 
\ENTIT1-PRPERT¥ SUPPLIERll 

iWBRll PAilnll 
\NUnBER SinBULARl 
iDETERHIUER UILlll 
\DESCRIBER nillll 

iLOCTHIE IHU 
iuUEST~uRD WHICHl 
\HHTPREP NIU 
i~UESTELEMENT WHl 
itlAHi\iERB tiiU 
i!iES-TMi iHU 
IDlRECTfiBJECT N1Ll 
iCn&TRAUSiTI\iiT¥ Hill 
\THERE£ET Hili 
\Ci.liiJPF HILl 
iCfiUJNP tHU il 

iSUBCLAUSE fiiU 

i*Hfi IS THE SUPPLIER uF ICS66bl 
inAIUCLAUSE i\DGUE Tl 

iCUUJNP n 
\SUBJECT iiHEHD liiUSTANCE iiPRuPER-nuUN NILi 

I~BRil ICB636J l l 
illHERiiittER iHU 

iHEAil IHU 
mmm rHU 
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il3ESCRHlfR rHU 
iHt\U.Hi4SPREP IHU ll 

iHfiLDIH6PREP \\~uRn fiFlll 
iSI.iBfiHAILS iif4UiiBfR SlitiJULARl 

il3B iFIELD \SuPPLIER SuPPLiER-~AnE1il 
iWORD SuPPLIERlii 

iDETERninER iiwfiHD THflllli 
iAUXVERB i\TYPE BEl 

mi.iKilER 5Iilffi.ili\Rl 
\FURii PRESEMTi 
iVlllRil I Slll 

i\i!HCE ACTI\1El 
ii.fiCT HiE IHU 
iQUESTi:ifiRll J!Hul 
\HHiPREP ~IU 
iwUEBTELEHENT WHl 
HiiHrfJEfiB rHU 
iNE£-H\S rHU 
iDIRECTOBJECT Hill 
iCfiiiPARAHJRS iHU 
iiU&IRECTGBJECT Mill 
iCniHRAtmmvnv iHU 
iTHERESH IHU 
iCuiiJPP ~IU ll 

iSi.iBCLAilSES IHU 
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PART IV 

Examples of parsing 

The nodes referred to here are as given in the ATN 

diagrams in the previous sections. 

Mainclauses (refer to the ATN of figure A-3} 

1 } Who s u pp I i e s I C 8 0 8 6 ? 

~path )(mainclause A B D (noun phrase} E E1 }; succeeds. 

( 2 } Who i s t he s u p p I i e r o f t fl 8 e p a r t I C 8 0 8 6 ? 

path (mainclause A B F (conjunctive noun phrase} H 

( j u mp l I } ; succeeds 

(3} What is the name address and rating of the agent Uptron? 

(path> (mainclause A B F (conjunctive noun phrase} H 

( j u mp } I } ; succeeds 

(4} Which agent is having a rating of more than 8 ? 

<path ) (mainclause A B (verb phrase with 'have' P 

(comparators } Q ( j ump} E ( j ump} E 1 } ; succeeds . 

(5} Who is having shares more than 50 ? 

<path') (mainclause A B (verb phrase with 'have' P 

(comparators} Q (jump) E (jump} E1 }; succeeds. 
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For complex sentences 

A- 3 and A-4) 

(refer to the ATNs of figures 

{6) Who is supplying the parts which are being manufactured 

by Intel? 

< path > (rna i n c I au s e A B F D (noun phrase) E ( j umo) E 1 

(subclause SC1 (jump) SC2 SC7 SC8 (prepositional 

phrase) SC5A (jump) SC6) ); succeeds. 
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APPEND I X II 

PART I 

Relational model 

The mathematical concept underlying the relational 

model is the set-theoretic relation, which is a subset of a 

cartesian product of a I ist of domains. A domain is simply a 

set of values. The cartesian product of domains 01, 02, .• 

Ok, written as 01 x 02 x •• x Ok, is the set of all k-tuples 

(vl,v2 •• vk) such that vl is in 01, v2 is in 02 and so on. 

A relation is any subset of the cartesain product of 

one or more domains. As far as databases are concerned, we 

sha II assume that a relation is finite unless stated 

otherwise. 

The members of a relation are cal led tuples. Each 

relation that is a subset of 01 x 02 x ... Ok is said to have 

'ar i ty 1 k· , It helps to view a relation as a table, where 

each row is a tuple and each column corresponds to one 

component. The columns are often given names, cal led 

'attributes'. The set of attribute names for a relation is 

called trelation scheme'. 

The collection of relation schemes used to represent 

information is cal led a relaional database scheme and the 

current values of the corresponding relations is called the 
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'relational database'. We are, of course, at a I iberty to 

create relations with any set of attributes as a relation 

scheme, and we can place any interpretation we wish on the 

tuples. 

Relation Algebra 

The notation for expressing queries is usually the most 

significant part of a data manipulation language. The non

query aspects of a relational data manipulation language, or 

a query language,are often straightforward, being concerned 

with the insertion, deletion and modification of tuples. On 

the other hand, queries, which in the most general case are 

arbitrary functions applied to a relation, often use a rich, 

high-level language for their expression. 

The relational algebra language was proposed by Codd 

(1972) to represent the minimum capabi I ity of any reasonable 

query language using the relational data model. 

Operations in relational algebra. 

(1) Union: The union of relations R or S, denoted R US, is 

the set of tuples that are in R or S both. (The two 

relations should be of the same arity). 

{2) Set difference: The difference of relations R denoted 

by R-S, is the set of tuples in Rand not in S. 
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{3) Cartesian product: Let RandS be relations of arity Kl 

and K2. Then, R x S, the cartesian product of R and S 

is the set of {Kl + K2) tuples, where first Kl 

components form a tuple in R and whose last K2 

components form a tuple in S. 

(4) Projection: If R is a relation of arity K, we let P il, 

i2 •• iK (R), where the i j •s are distinct integers in the 

range to k, denote the projection of R onto the 

components il i2 ik. If R has attribute names, then 

we may substitute attribute names for component 

numbers. 

(5) Selection: The selection Sf (R) is the set of tuples t 

in R such that the condition in 'f 1 becomes true. 1 f 1 

is a formula involving operands that are constants or 

component numbers (or attribute names), arithmatic 

expressions, and compressions, and comparators and 

logical operators. The most important of which is the 

natural join. 

{6) Natural Join: The Natural join, written as R~ S, is 

applicable only when both Rand S have columns that are 

named attributes. To compute R~S, we 
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i) ComputeR x S 

ii) For each attribute A that names both a column in R 

and a column in S, select from R x S, those tuples 

whose values agree in columns R.A and S.A. 

iii) For each attribute A as above, project out the 

column S.A. 
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APPENDIX II : PART II 

LIST OF THE RELATIONS IN THE DATABASE 
AND 

THE SIMULATED DATABASE 

<:26>PP SCIIEl:iAl 

(DV SCHEHA1 
(DB1 (PART-DETAILS (PART# PART-NAME !NIH CLASS COST STOCK) 

(KEY PART#) 
(DEFAULT PART-NAME)) 
(SUPPLIER (SUPPr,IERil SUPPLIER-NAME ADDRESS HATING} 

(KEY SUPPLIERit) 
(DEFAULT SUPPLIER NAME}) 

(SUPPLY (PART# SUPPLIER# YEAR) (KEY PART#) (DEFAULT IHL}) 
(MANUFACTURER (11ANUFACTURERil HANUFACTUR@ NAME MANUFACTURER-ADDRESS) 

(KEY MANUFACTURER.#) 
(DEFAULT MANUFACTURER--NAME)) 

(OWN (HANUFACTURER# OWNER-NAME PERCENTA8E-SHARE)))) 

(27>PP PART-DETAILS 

( DV P.ART -DETAfLf. 
((PART~ PART-NAME CLASS INIH COST STOCK) 

( 123 IC6709 A U1P 90 100) 
(222 1C8086 B IMP 120 625) 
(295 IC8080 B IMP 70 375} 
!1237 IC90BB A IMP 140 226) 
(378 UH328 C IND 55 245})} 

NTI, 
<213>PP GUPPLIER 

( (S!JPPLIER# S!JPP[,JER-NAf1E ADDRESS RATING) 
(G001 HCL DEL!H 12) 
(S002 UPTRON LUGKNOW 10) 
(5003 WIPHO BANGALOR.E 5) 
( S004 ECH, IIYDERABAD 4))) 

NIL 
<29>PP SUPPLY 
(DV SUPPLY 

NIL 

((PART# SUPPLIER# YEAR) 
(123 6001 1988} 
(222 6002 1988} 
(295 5001 1987) 
(1237 S003 1988) 
(378 S001 1989})) 

<30>PP HANUFATUR.E 

(DV MANUFACTURE 

NIL 

((PART# MANUFACTURER# LOCATION) 
( 123 M001 TAH?AN) 
(222 M123 USA) 
(295 M123 USA) 
(1237 M123 USA) 
(378 M009 INDIA})} 
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<31>PP MANUFACTURER .. 
(DV MANUFACTURER 

NIL 

( ( HAHIJFACTURERtl MANUFACTURER-NAME) 
(H001 MOTOROLA) 
(M123 INTEL) 
( M009 IND-CRAY) 
(M115 BEL}}) 

<32>PP OWN 

(DV OWN 

NIL 

A> 

((MANUFACTURER# OWNER-NAME PERCENTAGE-SHARE) 
01001 WH.,LIAMS 130) 
(M123 VINOD 45) 
(H009 KUHAR 25) 
(M115 SAN.JAY 55))) 
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APPEND I X I I I 

LEXICON : CORE LEXICON 

i WHERE < PRfif.;Otlf~} ; 
ii:lHu iPlwr.nmo 1 
iwHEff iPfii)Nfli.iiH l 
\i:lHY iPRiliWii!il i 

iTHGSE iPRilnuUNll 
iTHESE iPRuNfiUUll 
\THERE iPRilnuilNii 
ifilt \PREPilSITiuril i 
iuF iPREP6SlTlil~ii 

ii*lu iPREPuSiiiONil 
iAi iPREPuSITifi~ll 

\FROM iPREPuSiiiuMll 
lABfiVE iPREPOSITiONli 
iilElu!:i IPREPilSITJGIH l 
\A lvETERniNER iUUnBER SiNGULARlil 
iAW iDETERninER iRUnBER SINGUL~P.lii 

iiS ivERB \TYPE BEl inUnBEP. SINSULARl iFORn PRESEN1lll 
iARE \VERB iTYPE BEl iUUnBER PLURAL! iFilfin PRESEUTlli 
i~RS \VERB iTYPE BEl iUUnBER S!USULARl iFilRn PASTilJ 

•iBE \vERB iTVPE BEl iNUnBER SINGULAR PLURHll \FORK PRESERTlll 
\3Eilill i\J£RB ii'IPE BEl HiilnBER SiiiSULAR Pi..URAU \F\lRii PRuSRESSIIJfl i l 
iDil iiJERB iTYPE Dill iNUnBER PLURAli iFORn PRESEMTill 
iDfiES \vERB iiYPE vul i*ilnBER SIM6Ui..Afil \fORK PRESEnTlll 
ifi3D iVERB \TYPE DOl iNUnBER SI~GULAR PLURALl \fORM PASTil}. 
Hlfi!iE m:RB. IHP£ nm HiiiliBER SHilliilAR PlilRAU iHliln FASTl i l 
moms \VERB HYPE iH.li WUMBER S1N6UUIR PlURAU iHlRn PROGRESSIVE IIi 
\HAS ivERB \TYPE HASl i~UnBER SIUSULARl \FuRii PRESEr.iili 
lHiWE i~1ERB iHPE HtWE> itililiP.ER PLURAU \FORM PRESEtHl ll 
\HAD \VERB \TYPE HAVEl iiii.!KBER SHimlLAR PLURAU iFUfin PASH l i 
iHAviMG \vERB iTYPE HAVEl inUHBER SINGULAR PlURAll \FORM PROGRESSIVE}}) 
\LESS (CfiliPi\RATfiR )l 

inuRE (COMPARATOR.}) 
iLESSER (~finPARAiOR. )) 
\GREATER (COMPARATOR:)) 
iHiGHER (CuMPARATfiR. )) 
iLflYiER (Cui1PARATUR. ) } 
iE~iiAi.. (CunPARATufill 
iiiUC.H {DElERnWERl l 
iliAUY (0ET£RKIU£Rl} 
iTHAii CfiHERiiH~ER}) 

iAMB (CuUJUUCTiuUJ} 
iBUT {CG*JU*CTIOM}Jll 
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DATABASE SPECIFIC LEXICON 

iSuPPL¥ \vERB \T¥PE ~OMAUXl 
ifilf\ii PRESHHl 
\TRA~SITIVIT¥ TRRMSiTIVEl 
iUS iWHfi \SUPPLIER SUFPLIER-U~nEli 

iwHAT iPART-DETAJLS PART-NAnEll 
HiHEii iSUPPL ¥ ¥EAlH li ll 

\SUPPLiED iVERB iFuRn PASTl iiRP.EGULAR SUPPL¥ill 

iPf.RT it;\JIJN UiUiifiER SiNSULARl 
iDB \FiELD \PART-DETAILS PART-MAMEll iENTiTY-PRGPERi¥ SUPPLIER}lll 

\PARiS ir.Glln iUUMBER PLURAll \IRREGULAR PARilll 
iRATH4S ii'Kll.IN iliUiiBER SiiiGULAiB \DB itl£Ui iSi.iPPUER RiHiwSl l i l 
\IHiHGElKlliS il'iDJECHVE iDB iFEii \PART -DHiHLS HHIH H:m4ST HiiH li ll 
iHiPORiEil iAl.iJECilvE iUB iF£{! iPARHlETAILS HHtll \CuliST IiiPl)} lJ 
\SUPPLIER iACillli iliiliiBER S!RGULAP.l iDB fiElil \SUPPLIER SIJPPli~R-MAnElllll 
\SUPPLIERS iMui.in iNi.inBER PLIJRALi \IRREGULAR SUPPLIERlll 

iDP. iEtHIH liAHliFACiUREili 
\FIELD nAnUFACiURER HAUUFACiURER~AnEll 
iACiiviT¥ MANllfACTUHERll}l 

iCilHPAWi \MJUIQ HRiiifiEH SIMSi.iU~iB iSYN SUPPUEJO J l 
iCGnP~NiES \MuilR \NUMBER PlURHLi \SYil SUPPLIERJll 
iliEM inlit!rt iili.!iifiER SINGULAR/ iSlt~ PAiHl ll 
\HEnS Wfii.lil iiii!liBEH Pli.ifiiiU iSYN PARilll 
\CBST HtuliN iHUnfiER SHtGULf!.Rl 

iDfi \FIELD \PART-DETAiLS CilSTll i£NTIT¥-PROPERTY PARTllll 
iSiuCK iUGi!* i*uKBER SIH~JLARi 

\DB \FIELil \PART-DETAILS STOCKJl !ENTITY-PRilPERi¥ PARTllll 
iPRfCE \Hull~ iUUnBER SiuNGULARl 

\DB \FIELfi iPARi-ilRfiER PRICEJl \ENTITY-PROPERTY PARTilil 
\CilSTiliEST iAOJECTiVE \DB inAX iPART-DEiAiLS CfiSTJlili 
\CHEAPEST iAfiJECTIVE \DB iniN iPARi-DETAILS CilSilllil 
iHi6HESi \ADJECTIVE \fiB inAX FuLLilDllli 
iHDilRESS i!4t!Uii WUiifiER SINBiiLARl illfi \FIELD iSUPPUER ADDRESSJ l i l J 
i!lilllfiESSES HiUUN iiillMBER PLURAU iiRREGlJLAR iHJi.iRESSl li 
\SUPPLIES iVERB ifilRn PRESENT) \IRREGULAR SUPPLYili 
i'iEAR iliw!i irmnBER SH~SiJLARi iiJB iF1ElD iSUPPL ¥ YEAR/ Jl l J 
iiiANUFACTURE iVERB iilPE riuiiAUi:l. 

\FURT1 PRESEtffj 
iDB iWHB iiiAnUFACiURER nAWUFACTURER-nAMEil 

\WHAT \PART-DETAILS PART-Niin£11 
\wHERE iniiMUFACTUR£ LDCATiuUllill 

inA!9UFF.CiilHERS iVERB \If\REGUU\R HiiliiiFACTUREi m:lRn PRESE!m i l 
iiiAiiUFACTURED \VERB \IRREGULAR nANUFACTUREl iFDRn PASilli 
HiATiUFRCTURiUG \VERB \.iRREGULAR liHUilFACTUfiEl \FORTi PROGRESSIVE})} 
H1WN \\:ERB \TYPE t~OtiAU~) 

\T~AMSITIVITV TRHNSITIVE) 
\FURM PRESE~TJ 
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\t;H~T HiAiiUFACTURtR HANUF~LTURER-NAHEJ l > l; 
lU~~S \VERB iiRRE6UlRR C~fi) \FURK PRESEHTJl}J 
iu~NJNS iVERB \iRREGULAR u~Nl iFBRK PROGR£5SlVEill 
\OWNED \VERB \IRREGuLAR O~Ml iFORn PASTlii 
iN~i'iE HWBN iNUiiBER SiW3BLAiU 

iBB \FJELD iiiA!tUFACTURER MAnUFACTURER-aBnEll 
\SUPPLiER SUPPLiER-MAnEl 
iPART-DETAILS PART-MANEllll 

\SHARE iNOUM iUUKBER SIN&jLARl iDB \FIELD iu~N PERCEnTAGE-SHAREllillli 
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APPENDIX IV 

\53JVB-INTERFACE SAMPLE RUNS 

~£1' IN THE iiUER1' 
}ltiHfi IS THE SUPPLIER uF THE Pi'iRT IC£5Sb 

PliRSHiB •••• 
THE WfiRu -- ICB~S6 

IS HOT IN THE lEXICOM;PLEASE kEY IN YES iF IT IS A 
Pli:ilPEIHifi!.iN 

••• SUCCESSFUL 
FiLLinG QFii:An£ •••• ••• SUCCESSFUL 
Hllliilil \li.iER1' BEHts 6E!i£RiiTEil 
vATABASE BEINS ACC.ESSEil ••• 

\SUPPLIER-iliinEl 

iliPTRiJIH 

PARSinG.... • •• SUCCESSFUl 

••• SUCCESSFUL 

FILLING fiFRAn£.... • •• SUCCESSFUL 
Fl.lRnAL filiERl' BEHiS 6£N£RiH£& ... SUCCESSFUL 
DATABASE BEING liCCESSED ••• 

iSUPPU EiHiAnE l 

iUPTRONl 

}j;HICH ASfilT SUPPLIES THE Pi'iRi ICSGSb 

PARSING .... • •. SUCCESSFUL 
FILLinG ~FRAnE •••• II~ II SUCCESSFUL 
FURHF!l QUERY BEiltfi GEnffiiH£!1 
DliiliBASE BEiUS ACCESSEB ••• 

••• SUCCESSFUL 
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lSUPPLIEfi:-UAHE1 

PAllSUiG •••• • •• Sl\CCESSFili.. 
FILLl~B ~FRAnE •••• • •• SUCCESSFUL 
Fi3RiiAL '-liiER1' BEHffi G£11EfiiiTED 
DATABASE BEi~G ACCESSED ••• 

\iHPRm 

iEClU 

••• SUCCESSFUL 

}iiHit;H PR!HS ~ERE S!.iPPUHl BV iJHRim W iHE l'Eiill i9BB 

PARSlNB.... • •• SUCCESSFUl 
FILllnB QfRA!iE.... • •• SuCCESSFUL 
FORnAL QLIER1' BEH96 iJENERiHEfi ••• SUf.CESSFlil 

iPART -UAnEl 

i lCS£Bbl 
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